I. Introduction

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) is growing rapidly around the world. The application of AI in healthcare is receiving enormous attention and is actively being studied [1]. As a field where people’s lives and well-being are at stake, there are many opportunities to apply AI technology in healthcare due to its vital importance and the large-scale accumulation of computerized medical records [2]. The introduction of AI has made it possible to solve problems that were impossible for traditional technology and quickly perform procedures that used to take a long time. For instance, cerebral infarction can be detected from a head and neck X-ray alone [3], and the occurrence of acute renal injury can be predicted 24 hours in advance by analyzing electronic medical records [3,4]. However, the application and diffusion of
research and development outputs, such as medical AI solutions, continue to be challenging. Many AI technologies are not utilized in the medical field, even after being certified by the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety of Republic of Korea. Issues such as insurance reimbursement are also obstacles, but it is necessary to secure reliability, or trustworthiness, before medical AI technology can spread.

Trustworthy AI is currently a hot topic. The issue of whether an AI’s judgment and decision-making process can be trusted has been brought to the fore following incidents involving AI-based chatbots such as Tay and Iruda [5]. Microsoft’s chatbot Tay spoke as if it held racist, sexist, or far-right political ideologies, emphasizing the challenge of developing AI technology with ethical values [6]. In Korea, Iruda, which was based on the concept of a female college student, became hugely popular, with 400 users within a month of its launch. However, the service was terminated after it caused social controversy by leaking personal information and making comments about sexual minorities [7]. As such, if an AI’s output is untrustworthy and causes social problems, people will be reluctant to utilize it, even if significant time and effort have gone into its development.

The reliability of AI in the medical and healthcare fields needs to be discussed more carefully. In the medical field, AI technology is being incorporated into clinical decision support systems (CDSS) to support critical medical tasks such as diagnosis and treatment planning [8]. While the scope of use is limited to assisting healthcare providers, the consequences of misuse can be severe in fields where lives are at stake. For instance, frequent false alarms in settings with urgent patients may cause healthcare providers to become fatigued [9].

Just as we carefully select trustworthy people, organizations, and companies before entrusting important tasks to them, it is necessary to examine the reliability of medical AI technology using detailed criteria. If medical AI that meets these criteria and has been certified for reliability is preferentially disseminated, it may become possible to maximize the social benefits. This requires the establishment and institutionalization of trustworthy AI standards specialized for the medical and healthcare fields. In this study, we review the requirements for trustworthy AI and examine the current status of its application and related policy initiatives in healthcare.

II. Overview of Requirements for Trustworthy AI

Despite heated social discussions about trustworthy AI, the requirements for it have not yet been clearly established and are discussed inconsistently by different institutions and organizations. The Ministry of Science and Information & Communications Technology in South Korea presents safety, explainability, transparency, robustness, and fairness as core elements of AI reliability. Worldwide, the Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning (FAT-ML) principles include responsibility, explainability, accuracy, auditability, and fairness [8]. In this report, we will address explainability, fairness, privacy, and robustness among the various requirements under discussion (Table 1).

1. Explainability

1) Explainability and trustworthy medical AI

Explainability refers to presenting the underlying logic of the judgment, decisions, or outputs of the AI in a way that humans can understand; similar terms include interpretability and transparency [10]. In the medical field, this concept provides a basis for healthcare providers to decide whether to refer to the output of the algorithm in their practices [11]. Only after confirming the relationship between the judgment logic of AI algorithms and its output can one verify whether the output is due to a clinically irrelevant feature or a simple error. Especially when conflicts occur between the judgment of healthcare providers and that of AI, understanding the rationales of algorithms’ conclusions is crucial for making a final decision. Furthermore, if the conclusion of the AI algorithm is correct, the healthcare provider can learn the judgment process of AI for their professional growth. Otherwise, if the conclusion of the healthcare provider is correct, it can provide an opportunity to identify how to retrain the algo-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explainability</td>
<td>The process by which the AI model derives its output can be presented so that users can understand it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness</td>
<td>The output of the AI model can be presented regardless of specific protected variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>It is possible to avoid problems with personal data that may occur during the development of the AI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robustness</td>
<td>The AI model can defend against external attacks and maintain its function and proper performance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) Need for research on explainable AI in deep learning

Much of the research in explainable AI (XAI) has been focused on machine learning algorithms that learn numerical data, and significant progress has been made, such as the development of methods to determine the extent and direction in which a feature affects an algorithm’s output [13]. However, only a few of them, such as saliency methods, have been utilized in deep learning algorithms. In many cases, there is a trade-off between predictive power and the ability to explain the judgment logic of the algorithm [14]. As input features become more highly abstracted through deep and complex networks, it becomes challenging to solve the algorithmic black box [10]. Since most of the algorithms that utilize unstructured data are built upon deep learning networks, there have been numerous attempts to develop new XAI methodologies that can be applied to deep learning algorithms. Recently, researchers have been trying to explain the black box by generating adversarial examples. Chang et al. [15] demonstrated that the judgment of AI algorithms that can diagnose ophthalmic disease using fundus images can be explained by reviewing how pathological characteristics of the ophthalmic disease are newly added or deleted when generating adversarial examples. Several methods that can generate minimally perturbing adversarial examples have been suggested as tools to ensure the reliability of AI [16-18].

3) Assessment and reporting of explainability

Because there are no clear criteria or established methods, humans are currently conducting evaluations, but a limitation of this approach is human subjectivity and the possibility of different interpretations. To date, several studies have evaluated the degree of explainability by survey scoring [15,19]. Once explainability is achieved, the decision logic of an algorithm must be provided transparently to the user, which requires an easy-to-understand, user-friendly interface. For instance, Predict is a platform that explains model output by providing users with reports describing different feature representations and judgment logic [20]. However, shortcomings have been identified regarding reproducibility, such as suggesting different rationales for similar cases. As such, procedural and technical improvements are needed to quantify the reliability of an algorithm.

2. Fairness

1) Fairness and trustworthy medical AI

Fairness refers to the degree to which the output of an AI model is independent of protected attributes. Protected or sensitive attributes include gender, disability, age, religion, marital status, and educational background, and these attributes are determined according to laws or moral values [19]. It is necessary to confirm that medical AI is fairly developed and applied to ensure that it promotes the welfare of all individuals and groups to the same level. AI technology contributes to equality by increasing access to medical services for marginalized individuals or groups; however, if inequalities are incorporated into the model in the training step, the AI program may render unfair decisions that disadvantage marginalized groups. XAI technologies can be used to address these issues and make it easier to detect model bias by checking whether the algorithm’s output was substantially influenced by protected attributes [21,22].

Algorithmic unfairness is most likely to occur when the training data are not representative due to a biased dataset. As an example of racial bias, Black people may not be able to afford expensive tests and are less likely to be included in a hospital’s database. The unfairness of the AI model can be caused by algorithmic bias and algorithmic unfairness. Algorithmic bias refers to inequalities that arise during model design, data collection, and sampling. In contrast, algorithmic unfairness refers to inequalities that arise as the learning algorithm learns to be unfair, regardless of biases in the data [23].

2) Types and measures of fairness

Fairness is a concept previously discussed in the fields of ethics and law. In the traditional discourse [24,25], it is divided into equal opportunity fairness, procedural fairness, and consequential fairness [26,27]. The concept of fairness implies multiple dimensions that are challenging to describe and distinguish clearly. In the field of AI, attempts have been made to develop mathematical definitions that can reflect the multidimensionality of fairness, and several types of evaluation metrics have been proposed [28-31].

Fairness currently being discussed in the AI field can be primarily categorized into group fairness, individual fairness, and counterfactual fairness (Table 2). Group fairness is the most actively discussed of these concepts, referring to the idea that different groups should be treated similarly or equally [32]. For example, suppose an algorithm for detecting skin cancer from pathological images shows excellent performance for White people but relatively low
performance for Black people. In that case, it can be seen as a failure to ensure group fairness [33]. More than 20 metrics have been developed to assess group fairness, including demographic parity, equalized odds, equal opportunity, and predictive parity (Table 3). The metrics of group fairness conflict with each other mathematically, making it difficult to satisfy them simultaneously (Figure 1). It has been statistically proven that scoring well on all three major metrics of group fairness is impossible [34]. Paulus et al. [23] demonstrated that the higher the level of opportunity fairness, the harder it is for an algorithm to obtain equalized odds.

Individual fairness is motivated by the principle that individuals with similar characteristics should be treated similarly and can be measured by calculating distances between individuals [35]. The problem with individual fairness is that it leaves room for evaluator subjectivity in the methodology used to calculate the distance between individuals.

Both group fairness and individual fairness have limitations in that it is difficult to assess the exact level of fairness when biases exist during data labeling [36]. One disadvantage of counterfactual fairness is the difficulty of inferring causal relationships, which limits its use. Summarizing this shortcoming of various fairness metrics, it takes work to select one optimal fairness measure for multiple tasks or fields. Therefore, it is necessary to select and apply appropriate fairness metrics according to the dataset or settings in which the AI algorithm is being used.

3) Fairness in healthcare and medical research
In the healthcare and medical fields, most AI studies that have evaluated fairness have focused on group fairness [37]. Some research papers present the results of fairness analyses of the model as part of additional analysis and report the effects of debiasing techniques. Garriga et al. [38] predicted the occurrence of a mental crisis within one month using the electronic medical records of psychiatric ward inpatients and further analyzed algorithmic bias and fairness. The study found bias in the data sampling stage, which showed a low level of demographic equity with a high proportion of Black and mixed-race individuals and modest differences in the performance of the algorithms by race and disability [38-42]. A study by Park et al. [43] evaluated the fairness of a machine learning algorithm for predicting postpartum depression by demographic equity and equality of opportu-
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Table 2. Key concepts of model fairness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group fairness</td>
<td>Different groups that are not separated by protected variables should be treated similarly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual fairness</td>
<td>Similar individuals should be treated similarly by excluding protected variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfactual fairness</td>
<td>A causal relationship inference graph is created, and even if protected variables are reversed in this graph, protection is provided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Metrics of group fairness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic disparity</td>
<td>The fairness criterion that is met when the result of classification is not dependent on protected variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equalized odds</td>
<td>The fairness criterion that is met when all proportions of classification results are not dependent on the protected variables of the group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equality of opportunity</td>
<td>The criterion that is satisfied when the proportion of positive characteristics (eligibility for employment or a financial loan, etc.) as a result of classification is not dependent on the protected variables of the group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictive parity</td>
<td>The criterion that is satisfied when the classification result shows the same positive predictive values for the non-protected group and the subjects of the protected group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Conflicts between measures of collective fairness.
nity metrics and applied techniques such as reweighting and regularization to improve the level of fairness.

3. Privacy
1) Privacy protection and trustworthy medical AI
The issue of privacy protection has long been emphasized throughout the medical field [44]. Medical records include information that can identify individuals, such as social security numbers and birth data, and sensitive information that may compromise personal privacy, such as medical history. Introducing medical AI technology may threaten the protection of privacy afforded by medical data. The training dataset can be reconstructed from only the final output and AI model [45]. When medical data are accumulated at scale in the process of building training datasets, a leak of personal data may have a significant social impact [46].

2) International privacy protection principles
Privacy by Design (PbD) is an internationally accepted privacy principle concerning protecting personal data throughout data collection and utilization. First and foremost, PbD should be adhered to in AI development, and the principles are as follows. PbD states that it is necessary to establish a basis for data collection, such as obtaining patient consent under a specific protocol. Data must be anonymized, pseudonymized, and de-identified, and used only for permitted purposes in accordance with the interests of patients. In addition, it is necessary to analyze the risks of privacy violations in advance and to prepare countermeasures [47].

3) Latest developments in privacy protection
The Korea National IT Industry Promotion Agency has devised a self-inspection checklist for reference during AI development by those who handle personal information, such as AI developers and operators [48]. The checklist has 16 inspection items and 54 confirmation items, emphasizing the need to continue assessing the impact of AI algorithms on personal information. In addition, privacy-enhancing technologies are being developed that implement privacy protection principles, such as minimizing the use of personal information and preventing leakage. Homomorphic encryption technology, which is used for data security, has gained attention because it allows encrypted data to be used for analysis without decryption. Suppose medical data containing sensitive information, such as personal details, are accumulated in one place. In that case, there is a high probability that data will be stolen in one fell swoop if exposed to a person or group who intends malicious use, such as a hacker. Recently, federated learning has emerged as a way to train models separately and combine them, rather than centralizing data, which requires data transfer from one institution to another [49].

4. Robustness
1) Robust and trustworthy medical AI
Robustness means that an algorithm maintains a certain level of performance despite circumstantial changes that may occur during real-world use. Algorithmic robustness must be confirmed at an individual application level, and it is necessary to take measures from the design stage to ensure that performance does not fluctuate in response to changes in the clinical environment, such as user activity, data sets, hardware, or hostile attacks. Recent research on robustness has focused on preventing hostile attacks, ranging from inserting or extracting data by entering AI models to the malicious use of algorithms by third parties [48,49].

2) Adversarial attacks and robustness
An adversarial attack refers to intentionally manipulating data at a level unrecognizable to humans, such that the algorithm outputs wrong results [50]. While this is not currently a socially problematic situation, it has the potential to disrupt the performance of the algorithm. Finlayson et al. [52] showed that an AI algorithm to detect skin cancer failed to diagnose cancer if hostile noise was added to an existing image. Taghanaki et al. [53] demonstrated the vulnerability of an AI algorithm for pneumonia classification based on chest X-ray images by generating adversarial attacks. In this way, altering even a tiny portion of the data can cause the algorithm to produce the opposite result. Therefore, algorithmic defenses against adversarial attacks must be established before the widespread application of medical AI.

III. Discussion
Extensive research and social consensus on the requirements of explainability, fairness, privacy protection, and robustness are needed for trustworthy medical AI to be deployed and widely used in society. Each clinical setting in which AI is applied will have optimized requirements and standards that must be met, and these requirements and standards must be updated on an ongoing basis.

Depending on the tasks that medical AI solves, such as diagnosis, prognosis prediction, and establishment of treatment plans, optimized requirements may be established. In the future, it will be necessary to establish evaluation
standards that can compare the explainability of AI models. Fairness measures optimized for the healthcare and medical fields should also be identified. In addition to the requirements of trustworthy AI covered in this report, several aspects need to be supplemented in the medical and healthcare field. For medical AI to be trusted by users, performance (e.g., accuracy) must be guaranteed above a certain level, the user interface must be easy to use, and an easy-to-read manual with a standardized format must be produced. The AI-based program should be integrated well into the workflows of existing clinical procedures. In addition, regulations must be established that stipulate who is responsible in the event of an incident or accident caused by medical AI: designers, researchers, medical staff, or patients [45].

The current guidelines for trustworthy AI are designed for the entire domain of AI research. Therefore, it will be necessary to establish development guidelines for AI-based medical devices that account for the specificities of the medical and healthcare fields. Another possible direction would be to include requirements for trustworthy AI in the approval guidelines on AI medical devices. Compliance with requirements could also be made mandatory for high-risk AI technology. Furthermore, evaluating insurance claim reimbursements for medical device use could incorporate assessing the requirements for trustworthy AI.
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